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ABSTRACT 

An important task in postal automation technolog:v is to determine the position and 
orientation of the destination address block in an image of a mail piece such as a letter, maga
zine, or parcel. The corresponding sub-image is then to be presented to either a :human or 
machine reader (OCR) to direct the mail piece to the appropriate sort category by reading zip 
code and other address information. Analysis of physical characteristics of mail pieces indicates 
that several different ima,ge analysis operations are useful. Some examples are: locating a rec
tangUlar white address label on a multicolor background, progressive grouping of characters 
into text lines and text lines into text bl~ks, eliminating candidate regions by specialized 
detectors (~.g .• detecting regllms such as postage stamps) and identifying handwritten regions. 
This paper describes the Implementations of several such operations, their utility as predicted 
by statistics of mail piece clial'aderistics and their performance with a library of mail piece 
images. A problem-solving c1rchitecture, one based on the blackboard model of problem solving 
for appropriately invoking the tools and combining their results, is described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An important task in mail processing is to locate the destination address block on a mail 
piece such as a letter, fiat (e.g., magazine) or parcel. A sub-image corresponding to the located 
block can then be presented to either a machine reader (an optical character recognizer or OCR) 
or a human reader who will determine the sort-category of the mail piece by reading the zip 
code, s~te, city,and street information. Figure 1 shows the role ,)f an address block location 
subsystem in a zip code recognition system. The system should be capable of presenting a list 
of candidate blocks, their orientations and degrees of support associated with being the destina
tion address block. 

A typical mall piece image has several regions OT blocks that correspond to logical, or 
mail significant entities, e.g., address blocks, postage, return address, etc. Several mail pieces 
with different levels of complexity in determining the address block are shown in Figure 2. A 
study of mail pie«e images reveals that the number of logical block.s is variable; it ranges from 
simple first class letter maU contairiing just three blOcks (postage stamp, destination and return 
address) to complex third class advertising mail with several additional regions corresponding 
to advertising text, logos, jcons and graphics. The lQgical blocks have certain physical attri
butes that can be determined from images. It is thus appropriate and necessary to study the 
characteristics of mail pieces and their images so as to extract (or acquire) knowledge that can 
subsequently be deployed by a k.nowledge-based address block location system CABLS). 

* This work was supported on USPS Contract l04230-85-M3349 
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2. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 

Four databases of physical characteristics of mail pieces [1] corresponding to the categories 
of irregular parcels and pieces (Ipp), fiats, letter mail, and manual letter mail were utilized in 
the knowledge acquisition phase. Each database corresponds to 3,000 pieces representing a 
wide sample for each case. Each database was analyzed using the SPSS statistical package and 
compiled into a mail statistics database (MSD) [5]. Tbe MSD was examined to extract heuris
tics (rules of thumb), some of which are given below. The probabilities referred to in the 
rules were computed as frequency ratios. 

Rl: In the case of letter mail the address block is in the lower two-thirds of the mail piece 
area. 

Commercial letter mail sorting machines of today largely assume a standard position for 
the address block [3]. This is appropriate in the case of carefully prepared letter mail (one 
example is in Figure 2(a»). The location of the address block in the case of correctly oriented 
letter mail is as follows. If the image of a letter mail piece is divided into 9 equal parts (using 
a 3 x 3 grid) then with probability .997, the ceriter of area of the destination address block is 
in :the lower two-thirds of the mail piece. In particular, the center of area of the destination 
address block was found. in the following grid location on the images with the sPecified proba
bility: 

.001 .002 .000 

.070 .475 .056 

.179 .191 .025 

R2: Letter mail orientation Can be determined by detecting postage fluorescence. 

1. a lettt'r Indll plece has postage in the upper right corner with probability .99. 

2. postagt is tI uorescent with probability .95. 

3. fhe nllmher of fluorescent fields is small (no fields with probability .05, one field 
with PTl,hilhllity .7, two fields with probability .22, and three fields with proba
bihty .03,) 

The above informatIon could then be used to locate the postage in the upper right corner of the 
piece so as to determine the correct orientation of the piece. 

R3: In the case of fiats the color of address background is often different from the color 
of item. 

Color of address background differs from the item color with the following probabilities: 
letters (.2), fiats (.65), and IPP (.54)). Thus a color thresholding tool is extremely useful for 
fiats and IPP ~nd can potentially handle 20% of the cases for letters. 

It is particularly useful to find white regions of the image (an upper bound on its 
effectiveness is given by the fact that an item has a white address background with the fol
lowing probabilities: letters (.71), IPPs (.73), and fiats (.84). 

R4: Handwritten and machine printed addresses have different characteristics. 

Destination address features on a mail piece are vastly different when the address is 
printed by hand as opposed to by machine. If the mail piece is hand generated. then the print 
will be larger, unconventional font, printed directly on the mail piece and tend to have 
skewed address lines. Similarly, the arrangement of the address is also different when the 
address is printed by hand versus printed by machine. If the destination address is printed by 
hand then the address lines would most likely have a zip on a separate line, not be left 
justified, and not have the city/state/zip all on the same line. 
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RS: Postage type is correlated with whether an address is handwritten or machine printed. 

A property that may be important in determining if an address is printed by hand or by 
machine is to examine the type of postage. Since postage is mostly in the upper right corner of 
the piece, its location (and hopefully type) can be easily located. We can then use the loose 
correlation between hand printing and a stamp postage in conjunction with machine generated 
and meter postage. Looking at hand generated letter mail pieces, the probability of a meter 
mark is .337 while that of a stamp is .612. Conversely for machine printed address pieces, the 
probabillty of a meter mark is .7 while that of a stamp is .24. Thus most machine printed 
address pieces have a meter mark as postage while hand generated address pieces have a stamp 
as postage. 

3. DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALIZED TOOLS 

The heuristics suggest the need for several specialized tools that will need to be deployed 
by ABLS. Rule R 2 suggests the need for a tool to detect postage fluorescence, rule R 3 a 
method for isolating blocks of a certain color, rule R 4 for discriminating between handwriting 
and print, etc. The process of developing a tool is as follows: 

1. The MSD is examined to identify the objective of the tool. The context in which the tool 
is most useful is also determined. 

2. An algorithm for the tool is developed. It is implemented such that its invocation and 
completion parameters are appropriate for the overall control structure. 

3. The tool is experimentally run under various conditions. Estimated cost and parameter 
settings under various conditions are compiled into knowledge rules. 

4. The tool performance is evaluated under \-a (iou, conlini,\lls. C<lmbining this with per
formance predicted by the MSD will yield a "tIJit\" measure for the tool. 

Several types of input images of a given mall pIerI" may be operated upon by the tools, 
including: photopic, color (RGB), infra-red and ultra \ wlet illuminated. Examples are: color 
thresholding to extract white labels in a colored \ l{(iB) Image, bottom-up segmenter to group 
characters into words, lines and blocks, gray level udaptilJe thresholding to convert a gray 
level image into a binary image using local contrast [3J, regularity analyzer that discriminates 
between machine printing and handwriting, shape analyzer to measure degree of rectangular
ity of a blob, texture discriminator for distinguishing formed character print from dot matrix 
print, a text reader, and an address syntax parser [2]. Descriptions of four of the specialized 
tools, their parameter settings and performance (in situ) are given below. The testing was per
formed on a data base of about 100 mail piece images [5] distributed over the four mail 
categories. The images are not a strict statistical sample but skewed towards cases that would 
be difficult to handle. 

3.1. Color Thresholding 

The objective of color thresholding is to find labels of a certain color. The current tech
nique uses fixed thresholds in the three dimensional RGB space for each pixel. A high value 
(in the range of 70-255) for red, green, and blue indicates a white region. A high value for red 
and green and a low value for blue indicates a yellow region. A size criterion is used to either 
accept or reject a region. For white regions, its height had to be in the range (.5" to 6") and its 
width in the range (2" to 6"). For yellow regions the height had to be in the range (.5" to 2"). 

The color thresholding tool was tested on a database of 95 images. There were 40 white 
labels present on the 95 pieces, with some containing more than one. The technique reported 
57 acceptable white regions which included 34 of the actual white labels. Thus six of the 
white labels were not detected, which indicates a miss (error) rate of 15%; of these, three were 
rejected based on size constraints, two due to inconsistent colors in the database and one because 
glare merged label with background. The false positives could probably be fixed with further 
shape analysis. Overall the tool found the relevant white label as a region in 85% of the cases. 
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Acceptable yellow markup regions were reported in 5 cases and only one of them was a true 
markup label; about 1.5% of manual letter pieces have labeled forward redirection which indi-
cates the extent of yellow markup labels. . 

3.2. Bottom-Up Segmentation 

The objective of bottom-up segmentation is to take as input a binary image (see Section 
3.3) and produce as output several regions. The regions are obtained by first determining the 
connected components in the image and then performing certain unary and binary component 
tests. A unary test involves a minimum/maximum height and width of each component and 
the number of pixels in each component. Binary component tests are: distance between com
ponents and difference in number of pixels in each component. 

These data are added to a data structure, a region adjacency graph (RAG), that associates a 
node with each primitive connected component. This entails linking components of appropri
ate (unary condition) and similar size (binary condition) which are less than a fixed distance 
away from each other. Subsequently, each non-connected RAG in the image is associated with 
a block concept in the conceptual data structure. This block information is added to that data 
structure as another node containing block extent, number of black pixels in: the block, number 
of components in the block, and the average skew of lines inside the block. Line information 
(a sequence of horizontal components inside a block) is also detected and added to the data 
structure. Line features include line extent, number of black pixels in the line, number of 
components in the block, and skew of the components in the line. In the building of the data 
structure, not only are the RAG relations between components maintained but also the concep
tual relations between blocks and lines, and between lines and components. This resulting 
(generally) hierarchical data structure is accessed by a higher level control structure to deter
mine which block is a sending address block. The control structure could also improve the 
conceptual data stored in the data structure. 

Segmentation parameters are: minimum height of 1/2" (6 point), minimum width of 1/15" 
(5 point), maximum height of %" (18 point), maximum width of 1/3" (24 point). Maximum 
space between components is %" (18 point), miniplUm pI \els in a component. The minimum 

number of pixels in a component is equal to _P- and the maximum number of pixels in a 
2 1,000 

component is equal to L, where p is the number of pixels per inch in image digitization. 
2 

The utility of such a technique is determined again by looking at the MSD. The proba
bility that an address is formed of conventional non-large, non-light font, non~smeared charac
ters, parallel address lines and non-handwriting is as follows: letters (.58), flats (.8), IPP (.61). 
When color thresholding and bottom-up segmentation are combined, the projected percentages 
of cases that can be handled increases to 64% for letters, 88% for fiats, and 76% for IPP. An 
analysis of the failures with bottom-up segmentation indicates that they were due to hand 
generated destination addresses, 59% of the cases for letters, 64% for fiats, and 71% for IPP. 
The projected performance if able to handle hand generated cases is 85% for letters, 96% for 
fiats, and 93% for IPP. This analysis indicates that color thresholding and bottom-up segmenta
tion can potentially handle very high percentages of cases. 

Performance of the bottom-up segmentation tool in segmenting the address block is as 
follows. A total of 96 pieces were divided into 75 machine generated and 21 hand generated 
addresses. Of the 75 machine generated addresses, in 52 cases the address region was correctly 
segmented, in 12 with zip code distinct but otherwise correctly segmented, failure in four 
with no address fragment, failure in five with light or no address and failure in two due to 
too large and address blocks. Of the 21 hand generated addresses the segmentation was correct 
in five cases, zip code distinct but otherwise correct in one case and a fragmented address in 13 
cases. 
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3.3. Gray Level Adaptive Thresholding 

The objective of gray level thresholding is to separate dark objects from the background. 
Global thresholding is to assign a pixel to white if its value exceeds a threshold and to black 
otherwise. Since the performance of global thresholding is unsatisfactory with the wide 
variety of images encountered in the postal domain, it is necessary to use a technique that 
adapts to the image. 

The adaptive thresholding algorithm is as follows. The intensity I ex, y) of a point 
(x, y) in the input image is functionally compared to the intensities of pixels in a 9 x 9 neigh
borhood centered at the pixel and a binary value zex, y) is output. The neighborhood is 
divided into two regions: AI and A 2. Area AI contains the pixels in the 3 x 3 neighborhood 
about (x, y) and an area A2 contains the four 3 x 3 neighborhoods diagonally adjacent to AI. 
This mask arrangement is constructed so as to capture foreground (character) pixels in area Al 
while the background is captured in area A2 and vice versa. Pixels in Al are most significant 
in the comparison to determine an output value. 

In the implementation, predetermined static thresholds t I and t 2 are set so that intensities 
. less than t I are always black (similar to a global threshold). The subset A21 of pixels in A2 
whose intensities exceed t 2 are determined. If the average intensity of pixels in Au exceeds 
the average intensity of pixels in A I (weighted by parameters t 3' t 4 and t 5)th~n the pixel is 
considered black; otherwise it is white. 

Based on experimentation with mail images the values of the thresholds were set as fol
lows: t I = 20, t 2 = 20, t 3 = .85, t 4 = 1, and t 5 = o. 

3.4. Handwriting - Machine Printing Discrimination 

The objective of this tool is to take a block of binary image data as input and determine 
whether it is machine printed or handwritten. This tool can be used as a method of feature 
extraction for a given block. The result can be used either for directly deciding whether the 
block is an address h)(x:k (handwritten data is more likely to be an address) or for setting 
parameters for the hottom-up segmentation tool. 

The technIque InV\)Jves the application of three filters. The first consists of two 0 to 1 
transitions separated by n pixels, the second a 0 - 1 transition separated from a 0 - 1 transi
tion by n pixels, and the third a 1 - 0 transition separated from a 0 - 1 transition by n pix
els. Correspondmg to each filter a histogram over n is constructed. The three histograms are 
used to classify the region into one of three categories: machine print, machine printed oriented 
90 degrees, and handwriting/graphics. 

The method was tested on successfully segmented mail piece images. Training data con
sisted of perfect address blocks with no manual letters. Testing data were blocks of different 
size from the bottom-up segmenter. The percentage correct in each case were as follows (the 
triple corresponds to machine printed, hand generated, and overall): letters (93%, 100%, 95%), 
flats (67%, 1000/0,69%), IPP (78%, 75% 77%), manual letters (78%, 1000/0, 82%). 

4. PROBLEM SOLVING ARCHITECTURE 

When a large number of complex tools are present, it is necessary to judiciously plan 
their use. Since many image processing tools are computationally intensive and slow, it is 
infeasible to let the system invoke""TUlavailab1e tools to obtain evidence. Some tools are inter
dependent and cannot be invoked randomly. 

One of the best models in AI to address the problem of integrating knowledge from vari
ous sources is the blackboard model. The basic idea is to divide a complex problem into loosely 
coupled subtasks, and each subtask is attacked by a specialized tool which is called knowledge 
source. A blackboard model is usually composed of three major components: knowledge 
sources, the blackboard data structure, and the control mechanism (Figure 3). The knowledge 
sources consist of a community of independent experts or tools which incrementally contribute 
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information to the overall solution on the blackboard. Communication between knowledge 
sources is exclusively through the blackboard. The blackboard data structure is a global data
base to represent current state of problem solving, and also serves as a communication center 
between knowledge sources. The control mechanism controls the invocation of knowledge 
sources, and is responsible for integrating information on the blackboard, which was contri
buted by various knowledge sources, to determine if the current state of problem solving is 
sufficient to constitute a solution. 

The blackboard of ARLS contains a three level hierarchy and spatial relationships 
between the, objects in the highest level of the hierarchy. There are three distinct objects in 
the highest level of the hierarchy: machme generated text block, hand generated text block, 
and graphic icons. The machine generated text block is formed by grouping the character com
ponents in the lowest level into text lines in the intermediate level, and then grouping text 
lines into machine generated text block. The hand generated text block is also formed by 
grouping thin strokes in the lowest level into text line, and then grouping text lines into hand 
generated text block. The graphic icons, which reside in the highest level and have no inter
mediate and lowest levels below it, represent the regions which contain postal permit marks, 
po-<;tal icons, or advertisting graphics. 

4.1. Components of ABLS 

ABLS is composed of seven major components: the MSD, a rule-based inference engine, 
the control data, the control mechanism, a blackboard, a t(x)l box, and the knowledge sources 
(Figure 4). The MSD contains statistics of geometric attributes of labels in mail piece image 
and probability functions to compute the confidence value for new evidence; the statistics are 
stored in a series of tables that can be indexed by giving a set of geometric attributes. The 
rule-based inference engine is used for doing either forward or backward reasoning in various 
rule modules. The control data provides information for control mechanism. It contains infor
mation about the <.:riteria of (lccepting a block as destination address, the criteria of accepting a 
block as destination address candidate, and the interdependency between the specialized tools. 
The control mechanism is responsible for Lhecking the termination condition, focus of atten
tion, combining new evidence, and Llpdatmg (;\lntext. Two selections are involved in the focus 
of attentions. The first selection is to seJect the drea on which the next tool will be applied. 
The control mechanism usually selects those regions occupied by the destination address candi
dates as the selected area. If there exists no destination address candidate, the control mechan
ism will either select the whole image or let the individual tool select the area. The second 
selection is to select the tool to be applied next. The tool selection is done by first selecting 
those tools which are in ready state in the dependency graph. If there is only one tool in 
ready state, the selection is done, otherwise, the selection will be based on the benefit/cost esti
mate of those tools in ready state. The blackboard contains the geometric attributes of blocks 
extracted from low-level image processing, the degree of support of labeling hypotheses, and 
the current context; all information in the blackboard can be either accessed or modified by 
other components in the system. 

,4.2. Knowledge Representation 

A hybrid of frame and rule-based knowledge representation is used to model knowledge 
used in coordinating tools and in computing degrees of support of labeling hypotheses, This 
section describes how knowledge is represented in the control data, blackboard, and knowledge 
sources. 

Con trol Data 

Knowledge used in the control data is modeled by the termination frame, the candidacy 
frame, and the dependency graph. The tel'mination frame is used to represent criteria of 
accepting a block as the destination address. The criteria in the termination frame are usually 
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strict in order to reduce the chance of mislabeling. When no candidate block meets these ter
mination criteria, the system will need to apply additional tools to generate more evidence. 
The candidacy frame contains the minimum requirement for a block to remain as a candidate. 
Its purpose is to rule out highly unlikely candidates for the destination address. The depen
dency graph is a directed AND-OR graph to specify the order of applying specialized t091s. 
An AND arc is composed of several arcs with a line connecting all of them. An arc with no 
line connecting it to any other arc is an OR arc. An AND arc may consist of any number of 
arcs, all of which must be activated in order to activate it. A node is in ready state if one of 
the AND or OR arc entering this node is activated. Each node in the dependency graph 
represents the readiness of a tool. A tool is not ready to be applied unless its associated node in 
the dependency graph is in ready state. The selection of a tool will cause the following 
changes to its associated node in dependency graph: 1) all the arcs emanating from this node 
are activated, 2) all the arcs entering this node are deactivated, 3) this node is switched to 
unready state. The AND-OR dependency graph of the current ABLS is given in Figure 5. 

Blackboard 

Knowledge in the blackboard is stored in the block frame, the compatibility frame, the 
hypothesis frame, and the context frame. The block frame is used to represent the results of 
applying tools to an image. For each possible different feature which can be extracted by a 
tool from an image, there is a corresponding slot in the block frame to record that feature 
value. An example of a block frame used in ABLS is as follows: An attribute with unknown 
value is :filled with a "nil." 

(!block 
'id4 

'minx 25 
'miny 109 
'maxx 362 
'maxy 148 
'area 1132 
'skew 1.24 
'Iines 4 
'comps 48 
'grid 5 

;unique id for this block. 

'line_alignment nil 
'color white 
'formed nil 
'dot-matrix nil 

;minx. miny. maxx. and maxy 
;define the 
:rectangular enclosing 
,this block. 
the number of black pixels in a block. 
the onentation of a block. 
;the number of text lines in a block. 
;the number of components in a block. 
;which grid this block lies on? 
;are text lines left or right aligned? 
;the background color. 
;formed character printed? 
;dot matrix printed? 

'print_method machine ;machine generated Or hand generated? 
'UV _hot nil ;orange in ultra-violet il!lage? 
'rectangular nil ;is this block rectangular? ) 

The compatibility frame models knowledge about the two dimensional layouts of labels 
on an image. It stores information about the degree of compatibility of spatial relationship 
between labels, e.g., the degree of compatibility between postage block and destination address 
is very high if the destination address is below and on the left hand side of the postage block. 
The importance of spatial relationship knowledge is two fold. The hypothesis frame is used 
to record the degree of support of labeling hypothesis in a candidate block. Since there are 
seven possible labels in ABLS, there are seven labeling hypotheses in each hypothesis frame. 
For each possible labeling hypothesis, there is a slot in the hypothesis frame to represent the 
degree of support and another slot to represent the degree of refutation, i.e., negation of this 
labeling hypothesis. The context frame is used to represent the current situation. It is com
posed of two parts: candidate blocks, and performance parameters. The candidate blocks are 
those blocks which remain under the evidence accumulated so far. The performance 
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parameters represent an estimate of difference between the current context and the goal. i.e., 
the difference between the termination condition and the current situation. 

Knowledge Sources 

The knowledge sources contain a collection of tool frames. Knowledge about the selec
tion and utilization of each tool is stored in the tool frame. Two kinds of knowledge are 
needed in the selection and utilization of tools. The first is knowledge about the nature of each 
tool such as 1) its intended purpose, 2) the influence of its parameters on the results. and 3) the 
advantages and deficiencies compared to other similar tools. The second is knowledge about the 
evaluation of results, and the interpretation of results. 

Inside the tool frame, there are four rule modules. The utility rule module contains 
knowledge about the intended purpose of its tool. The information on the blackboard is used 
as fact to this rule module to estimate the expected gains of using this tool. The cost rule 
module contains rules to estimate the cost of using this tool under the current context. The 
application rule module models the knowledge about the influence of parameter setting on the 
results. It contains rules to set the parameters, invoke the t<x)l, and evaluate the results. For 
most of the image processing related tools, a fixed set of parameters might not be able to cover 
all of the input cases even though the parameters were fined tuned to covered most of the 
cases. ]n order to cover those residual cases which require a different set of parameters, the 
parameter setting and result evaluation are tightly coupled in application rule module so that 
a tool can have flexibility to try different parameter settings. In the beginning, a default 
parameter setting. which usually will cover most of the input cases, is chosen. If the results 
evaluation shows that a different set of parameter setting is needed for the current input case, 
the application rule module will choose another set of parameters according to the result 
evaluation and the reapply the tool. The new evidence obtained is interpreted by rules in 
results interpretation rule module to generate new evidence. Each new evidence generated by 
this rule module is associated with a confidence value to represent the degree of supporting or 
refuting a particular labeling hypothesis. 

We will use the machine generated text segmenter to show some examples of rule 
mndules. Examples of rule modules in segmentation tool frame follow 

UTILITY RULE MODULE 

Rule (SEGU1): If: 1) There exist areas which were processed by adaptive thresholding tool 
and have not yet been segmented. 1) 

Then: 1) Mark those areas as selected areas. 
2) Mark machine generated text segmenter with maximum utility. 

COST RULE MODULE 

Rule (SEGC 1 ): If: 1) There exist areas which were processed by adaptive thresholding tool 
and have not yet been segmented. 

Then: 1) The cost is equal to the size of selected areas times the estimate 
cost per square pixel. 

APPLICATION RULE MODULE 

RULE (SEGA4): If: 1) Too many small blocks were segmented 

Then: 1) Resegment the image with larger binary distance threshold. 

RULE (SEGA5): If: 1) Too many large blocks were segmented 

Then: 1) Resegment the image with smaller binary distance threshold. 
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RESULTS INTERPRETATION RULE MODULE 

Rule (SEGI1): If: 1) 

2) 

3) 
Then: 1) 

RULE (SEGI2): If: 1) 
2) 

Then: 1) 

2) 

The size of a block is reasonable. 

The number of character components is within the range. 

The number of text lines is within the range. 

Classify this block as candidate for machine generated address. 

There exists a machine generated address block. 

Themaii class is letter mail. 

Compute the grid location of this address block. 

Compute the confidence values to either support Or refute 

this block as destination or return address. 

4.3. CONTROL STRATEGY 

The control strategy of ABLS is an integration of both bottom-up and top-down process
ing. Initially, one of the thresholding tools is chosen and applied to the entire mail piece 
image. The thresholded image is then bottom-up segmented into blocks using a segmenter tool. 
The physical attributes of a segmented block are then interpreted to generate evidence to either 
.support or refute a block as being the destination address. ABLS assumes that there are only 
four possible global orientations for a mail piece with rectangular shape: correct global orien
tation, or rotated by 90, 180, or 270 degrees. 

After the interpretation of segmented blocks, control is as follows: if only one seg
mented block satisfies the termination criteria, the destination address is considered found; if no 
candidate block satisfies the candidacy criteria, another thresholding tool is chosen and applied, 
and then the bottom-up segmentation tool are again used to generate more candidate block; oth
erwise, the tool manager will select and apply one of the specialized tools on those candidate 
blocks to generate more evidence to either support or refute a candidate block as being the des
tination address (top-down processing). 

4.4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The complex mail images in Figure 2Jh '- ) are used as examples to show how the destina-
.. tion address is located by using various tools. Figure1(b) is the photopic image of a colorful 
magazine cover. First, the color thresholding tool is used. It thresholds· the image in color 
(RGB) space to obtain a binary image (Figure 6(a). The connected white regions are then 
extracted. The bounding rectangle of each white region is examined, and only thOse regions 
with reasonable size are retained as candidates. The shape analyzer is then applied to check 
the rectangularity of each white region. Only two rectangular white regions remain as candi
dates. Finally, the machine generated text segmentation tool is applied to each rectangular 
white region; the number of text lines and character components provide further clues to dis
tinguish the destination address from other candidates. Figure 6(b) shows that the destination 
address is correctly identified_ and extracted after applying the shape analyzer and machine 
generated text segmentation tools. Figure 4(C) is a photopic image of the cover of a mail-order 
catalog. The machine generated text segmentation tool is first used to extract text blocks. Fig
ure 7(a) shows the extracted text blocks. Only those blocks with reasonable size, length, 
height, and aspect ratio remain as candidates. Since all the segmented text blocks contain only 
machine printing, the texture discriminator tool for distinguishing formed character vs dot 
matrix print is applied to each candidate block. Text blocks which are dot matrix printed are 
more likely to be the destination address than those with formed character printed. Figure 
7(b) shows the destination address is correctly located and extracted after applying the segmen
tation and texture discriminator tools. 

In order to test the performance of ABLS, experiments were conducted with 96 mail 
piece images. The success rates were as follows: letters (95%), fiats (55%), IPP (61%), and 
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manual letters (55%). The high success rate on letter mail is because most of letter mail is 
structured. For the other categories the major cause of failure is due to the difficulty in seg
menting a hand generated address. The region-based segmentation tool is very effective on 
machine generated addresses but less effective on hand generated addresses. The major cause of 
error in the case of flats and IPP is the presence of many text blocks with appearance similar 
to the destination address. The color thresholding tool to extract white address label is very , 
effective in such cases but it works only when there is a clear contrast between label and 
background. Another way to locate a randomly placed destination address is to find the pos
tage location (stamp, meter mark, permit mark, and postal icon, etc.), and then use the spatial 
relationship between postage and destination address to locate the actual destination address. A 
tool which uses the Hough transform technique to detect the location of postage is in develop
ment now. 

5. SUMMARY 

The variability in the nature of the address block on mail pieces requires a systematic 
analysis of mail piece characteristics so as to determine those factors that are important for an 
automated address block location system. We have described severa] specialized tools toextract 
the relevant information from images and an architecture to invoke the tools so as to locate 
the address block in a vast variety of mail piece images. The framework is flexible enough to 
incorporate as many tools as possible into the system if experimental results can establish the 
usefulness of those tools. ABLS is a system under development. Future extensions include not 
only incorporating more tools into the system, but also continuing refinement of existing tools. 
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Figure 1. The role of an address block location system in address recognition. 
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Figure 2. 

.. _ Fig, 2(a) . 

. '. ~, 

Fig.2(b). Fig.2(c). 

Examples of mail images with differentlevels of complexity in. locating the 
address block: (a) has a standard structure, (b) has a randomly placed 
address, and (c) has an intermediate form where the address is near a permit 
mark and inside an attention region. 
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Figure 3. The Blackboard Model 
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Node 
Number Tool Name 

0: Mail Classification 
1: Color Thresholding 
2: Adaptive Thresholding 
3: Shape Analysis 
4: Machine-Generated Text Segmentation 
5: Regularity Analyzer for Detecting 

Hand-Writing Regions 
6: Hand-Generated Text Segmentation 
7: Zipcode Merging 
8: Block Merging 
9: Texture Discriminator for Formed Character 

vs Dot Matrix Print 
10: Postage Detection 
11: Postal Icon Detection 
12: Evidence Combination 

Figure 5. Interdependency Between Tools 
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Fig.6(a). Fig.7(a). 

Fig. 6(b). Fig.7(b), 

Figure 6. (a) Color thresholding results of Figure 2(b). 
(b) The extracted Address Block. 

Figure 7. (a) The results of segmented text blocks of 
Figure 2 (c) • (b) The extracted Address Block. 
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